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PacTrans Subcategories of Mobility

Reliability - Developing Design Guidelines for
Commercial Vehicle Envelopes on Urban Streets
With pressure from multiple modes for curb capacity, including
rapid growth in urban freight deliveries, cities are considering
the allocation of curb space

Existing road infrastructure does not accommodate needs of a
delivery truck, and ad hoc solutions prevail so drivers often
blocks roadways and paths which poses safety concerns for
both drivers and others

Needs of a delivery trucks are not acknowledged in roadway

design and standards guides and significant gaps persist
concerning freight street design prescriptions such as Complete
Streets and Smart Growth

This work sought to better understand where commercial

vehicle activity disrupts pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists

The project’s aim was to support better roadway and loading
zone design guidelines

Efficiency - Curb Space Monitoring and Management
using Mobile Unit for Sensing Traffic (MUST) Sensors

Research team is participating in parking management sensor
competition hosted by the City of Bellevue, WA, with several
private companies

First Round Testing
 Installation of two MUST sensors in the testbed
 Monitor the activities of MUST sensors and ensure the DataStream
 Generate data sheet automatically every day
 Identify problems in the algorithm
 Develop tracking algorithm to improve accuracy

Second Round Testing
 Label the collected image data
 Retrain the model with the new labeled data to increase detection
accuracy

 Address the synchronization problem in the data stream
 Address most of the occlusion problem
 Keep Improving tracking algorithm to improve accuracy

Accessibility - Combining Crowdsourcing and Machine
Learning to Collect Sidewalk Accessibility Data at Scale

 Sidewalks significantly impact the mobility and quality of life of millions of
Americans.

 Generate new, scalable methods for collecting data on sidewalk accessibility

using machine learning, crowdsourcing, and online map imagery as well as new
interactive visualizations aimed at providing novel insights into urban
accessibility.

 Project made open source.
Outcomes and Impacts

 Initial version deployed for 18 months in Washington D.C. with 1, 153 users

providing over 255,000 geolocated sidewalk accessibility labels and audited
3,000 miles of D.C. streets.

 PathVu utilized code base to develop their own Project Sidewalk version, and
have deployed a pilot in Pittsburgh, PA.

 Liga Peatonal, an NGO in Mexico, has fully translated Project Sidewalk into
Spanish for first international deployment in Mexico City.

 Conditions-awareness system of sidewalk infrastructure will improve and
enhance the system, and ultimately, increase safety of the public.

Safety - River Ice Measurements for
Transportation Safety in Rural Communities
 This project is relevant to the cold areas of Federal Region 10 where

transportation routes can occur on frozen surface of lakes and rivers.

 While they exist, these types of winter roads are often the only opportunity for

rural Alaskan communities to connect to the state highway system and satisfy
community supply needs.

 Communities have encountered problems with vehicles sinking through the
river ice during the ice road construction.

 The goal of this project is to identify a set of river ice measurements to be used
by rural communities to monitor river ice conditions for safe winter travel.

 The specific objectives of the research project include:
 Establish a working relationship with an Alaskan rural community that uses river
ice for transportation

 Provide a comprehensive literature review of river ice measurement techniques
 Collect and analyze river ice data

 Organize a public meeting (in person or a webinar) with community residents to
transfer project results

Education & Workforce Development - Development of
the PacTrans Workforce Development Institute

Four-year multi-institutional education project involving

representatives from all five of our research partner institutions.

Began with large scale survey of continuing educational needs
across the Pacific Northwest

Developed the PacTrans WDI online training platform:
https://pactranswdi.org/

Successfully launch WDI in February of 2021 with first course

taught to twenty-fine Washington State DOT employees on the
Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices

UAF partners are working on series of project management

trainings for Alaska DOT, and they have already hosted several
trainings to Alaska DOT employees.

Other courses currently in development include: human

factors, big data analysis and tools, project management,
pedestrian safety, and GIS for transportation
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